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My outside the square investment ideas... 

The possible coming of Bill Shorten as PM will force many investors and retirees to think outside the
square to protect their investments and the income that flows from them. I share my ideas about what
you might be able to do in my article today.

For some shareholders, BHP’s off-market share buyback will be an easy and welcome decision but
for others, not so. What’s special about an off market buyback and should you accept the offer? Paul
Rickard takes a detailed look at the buyback.
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  Peter Switzer
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My ‘outside the square’ ideas for protecting
your investments!
by Peter Switzer

 
With Bill Shorten’s Labor party proposing a number
of changes to the rules that govern the playing field
upon which we make our investments, I’ve been
thinking about the future of investing for income.

Coincidentally, I was contacted by the Morrison
Government MP, Tim Wilson, Chair of the House
Standing Committee on Economics, which has
launched a formal inquiry into refundable franking
credits. “The objective of the inquiry is to give a voice
to the hundreds of thousands of Australians who will
be directly impacted by any change to policy,” he told
me.

“To that end, we have designed a simple website
where people can make direct submissions to the
inquiry including a standard template, as well as
opportunity for people to enter their own
information if they choose.”

The website can be found
at https://stoptheretirementtax.com.au/

Given the background of many of my subscribers, I
thought I’d let you know about the place where you
can let politicians know how you will be affected by
Bill’s changes with regards to franking credits.

But I don’t want this to be political, preferring to think
about how someone will have to invest in retirement
without the benefit of franking credits that give rise to
tax refunds because the trustee is in the best tax rate
of all — the 0% one!

Of course, some of you might be thinking that I have
a vested interest in the subject of franking credits and
retirees, as many might be investors in my Switzer
Dividend Growth Fund. And you’d be right because
the potential rebate of tax paid on the investments in
companies that pay the 30% company tax rate add to

the appeal of our fund for retirees.

For non-retiree investors, the changes won’t affect
their relationship with SWTZ or any other fund. Bill’s
policy will surely encourage financial planners to
encourage their clients to invest outside of super or
will do their best to get their clients onto a pension
and so they will be able to get tax refunds!

Undoubtedly, these Labor changes will create a lot of
work for financial planners and accountants but a lot
of retirees might give up on the self-managed super
fund and simply put the money into those
good-performing industry super funds. Bill and his
union colleagues would not be upset by this
development, as the growth of SMSFs has taken
away a lot of high net worth former members of these
funds.

It’s clear if someone has $1 million in super and is
averaging a return of 5% (so that’s $50,000) and
then up to $21,400 comes via the franking credits tax
refund, that DIY super trustee will need an alternative
investment plan. By the way, that’s a big loss of
income to a retiree who could not be called rich. They
look comfortable to me but if Bill gets his way on tax
credits and refunds, these people will become
decidedly uncomfortable.

So what might an alternative strategy be?

With house prices falling, an investment property
might be an option. But Bill’s negative gearing policy
means you’d have to buy a new property to get any
tax benefits and it will depend on whether a lender
will lend to you in this highly-discriminatory financial
environment. I’ve come across people with millions
in assets but lenders won’t touch them for a loan to
buy an investment property because of their age and
that they’re not working in the conventional sense.
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They might be investing, which, if you’re not a
retiree, could easily be called self-employment
working but alas, retirees cop a big fat “NO!” when
they look for loans.

Currently, until a smart baby boomer lender starts
marketing themselves, older Australians will find it
hard to borrow to get tax advantages that younger
Australians are free to avail themselves of via
negative gearing into new properties. Now Bill is
stopping negative gearing on existing properties and
though existing negatively-geared properties will be
grandfathered, if you come to sell an existing
property, you’ll probably have less buyers because
investors won’t be able to negatively gear the
property.

Retirees who’d like to go long property inside an
SMSF will find it hard because many of the banks
have got out of providing loans for this play. I suspect
non-bank lenders will fill the void but the interest rates
will be high because they have less competition.

Some retirees will buy an investment property and
purely pick up the rent so their kids will have to deal
with the lower future sale proceeds and the higher
capital gains tax, as Bill is reducing the capital gains
discount from 50% to 25%.

One option some retirees will take will be to chase
stocks that are capital gainers. This would be a good
idea in positive years for stock markets but if a crash
comes, their capital could be crushed by 50%, as in
the GFC, and their future dividend return would really
shrink because these stocks aren’t good yield plays.

A part of the reason why I created SWTZ was to have
a vehicle that would continue to pay good dividends
even in bad times. That means a retiree, or any
risk-averse investor, would receive income while he
or she waits for the market to rebound, as it always
does.

I have often said that a smart investment strategy is
to invest in dividend-paying stocks. When they
over-perform in the good years, a wise investor would
siphon off the extra returns and bank them for bad
times, when their capital falls or when the annual
dividend isn’t quite as good, say, because there’s a
recession.

As an alternative, investors might look at floating
bond funds to raise the returns from income. The
Switzer High Yield bond fund aims to do that. There
are others out there that have the same goal.

There are even foreign-based funds that invest in
dividend stocks in some of the best companies of the
world, while others, such as the Neuberger Berman’s
High Yield Bond LIC, look for solid yields from
companies based outside Australia. Some investors
will also look at annuities but the returns on these
have worried many retirees, though the guarantee of
money over a long period of time makes appeal.

My point is that if Bill has his way, then those who
want reliable income at the expense of big capital
gain will have to become more diversified, and maybe
even less risk averse, or they might have to get used
to living

on less income each year!

I tried to look at a retiree going out of pension mode
back into accumulation mode with their super nest
egg but my colleague Paul Rickard with his superior
numeracy picked holes in my outside the tax and Bill
Shorten square ideas. The bottom line is you might
have to live with less if you want to play safe but if
you are prepared to invest more aggressively you
could offset any losses from Labor taking away your
tax refunds.

However, a stock market crash, which could be on
the cards over the next few years could play havoc
with your capital and annual income.

Bill’s changes will force us to think outside the
square. As I’ve said, the coming of Bill should be
good for financial advisers so Shorten might be doing
one part of my business a big favour! That said, I’d
prefer the Senate tell him that he should permit
retirees to have a tax refund up to an acceptable
amount.

One last thought. Our Switzer Income Conference on
27 November in Melbourne and November 29 in
Sydney will be an opportunity for us to share our
thoughts on what income products and strategies
should be considered if Bill takes over. Come along
and join us at either the Melbourne or Sydney event.
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BHP’s buyback a “no brainer” for some
shareholders
by Paul Rickard

 
Following the sale of its US onshore oil assets, BHP
has announced the return of US$10.4bn to
shareholders. Half of this amount, US$5.2bn
(approximately A$7.2bn), will be returned to resident
Australian shareholders through an off-market share
buyback. The other half will be via a payment of a
fully franked special dividend in January.

BHP’s decision to offer an off-market share buyback
will be welcomed by SMSFs. Due to the high franked
dividend component, this is a no brainer from a tax
point of view for low rate or zero rate taxpayers to
accept.

Deciding whether to accept an off-market share
buyback is a pretty straight forward decision. If you
are paying tax at a high marginal rate (34.5% or
higher), don’t even bother to open the offer
document when it hits your mailbox  – throw it in the
bin. If you are paying tax at 0% (such as an SMSF in
pension or an individual with income under the tax
free threshold), you are mad if you don’t accept. If
you are somewhere in between, such as an SMSF in
accumulation, then depending on the tender discount
and your ability to use any capital gains tax loss, it will
generally make sense to accept.

Of course, if you sell some or all of your BHP shares
in the buy-back, you will then need to decide what to
do with the cash. Do you maintain your exposure in
BHP and buy the shares back on the ASX through
your broker, do you invest in another stock, or do you
stay in cash?

What’s special about an off-market buyback?

There are 2 types of share buybacks. An on-market
buyback is conducted on behalf of the company by a
broker purchasing the shares on the ASX. The other
type is an off-market share buyback which is usually

conducted through a tender process, and provided it
is an equal access scheme, allows a company to
distribute surplus franking credits to its shareholders.

It is this distribution of franking credits that makes the
off-market buyback very special. Part of the sale
proceeds is treated as a franked dividend, with the
other part treated as a capital component. Effectively,
the shareholder gets a franked dividend with franking
credits, and materially reduced sale price for capital
gains tax purposes. This is what makes off market
buybacks so tax advantageous to some
shareholders, and because shareholders are keen to
accept, means that the company can purchase the
shares at a discount to the market price.

BHP’s off-market share buyback

Shareholders will be offered the opportunity to
participate and tender all, some or none of their
shares, with the tender closing at 5.00pm (AEDT) on
Friday 14 December.

The tender will be at a discount to the market price,
ranging from 10% up to a discount of 14%. Because
the buyback is capped (the A$7.2bn represents about
7.5% of the issued capital of the ASX listed BHP
Biliton Limited), BHP will accept tenders from those
shareholders offering to sell at the lowest price
(highest discount), and reject those offering to sell at
a higher price (lower discount).

The buyback will comprise two components – a
capital component of $0.38 and the balance as a fully
franked dividend. If the market price of BHP shares is
(for example) $34.00 and the tender discount is 14%,
then the buy-back price will be $29.24. This will
comprise a capital component of $0.38 and a fully
franked dividend of $28.86.
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The buy-back price will be the same for all tenders –
so if the tender is cleared at a discount of 12%,
shareholders who nominate discounts of 12%, 13%
and 14% will be successful and receive the price at a
12% discount. Rather than nominate a % discount,
shareholders can also tender ‘final price’ (take
whatever the market clears at). As a scale-back is
probable, BHP has also announced some priority
rules – to clear successful shareholders who are left
with a residual parcel of 65 shares or less, and a
minimum allocation to successful tenderers of the first
165 shares.

The market price will be determined by calculating the
volume weighted average price of trades on the ASX
over the 5 trading days immediately before the
closing day, i.e. from 10 December to 14 December.
The announcement of the buy-back price and any
scale back will be made on Monday 17 December,
with payment to successful tenders by Monday 24
December2 November.

Shareholders worried about BHP’s share price
during the buy-back period can also set an overall
minimum price. If your tender discount is successful
(this also includes ‘final price’ offers), you will only
be accepted if the buy-back price is equal to or above
your minimum price.

Should you accept?

The premise is that you should accept the buyback if
your effective sale price (after tax) is higher than you
could achieve by selling the same shares on the ASX.
If you feel that you want to maintain your BHP
shareholding, you just buy them back on the ASX.

Let’s compare the two alternatives – selling your
shares on market at $34.00, or selling your shares in
the buyback.

We will do this from the perspective of an SMSF in
accumulation (paying tax at 15%), and a SMSF
supporting the payment of a pension (paying tax at
0%).

We will also make a few other assumptions:

For the on-market buy-back, the deemed tax
value is also $34.00 (this is determined by the

ATO and won’t be available until after the
buyback is completed). The sale price for
CGT purposes is the deemed tax value less
the buyback price, plus the capital
component. In the examples below, this is
$3.78 if the tender discount is 10%, or $5.14 if
the discount is 14%;
Purchase price for your BHP shares – in the
first 2 examples, $15.00, and in examples 3
and 4, $40.00;
A tender discount of 14% (the maximum), and
also the minimum of 10%.

Four examples are shown:

Example 1: discount of 14%; original
purchase price of $15.00;
Example 2: discount of 10%; original
purchase price of $15.00;
Example 3: discount of 14%; original
purchase price of $40.00;
Example 4: discount of 10%; original
purchase price of $40.00.

In Example 1, the market price is $34.00. Applying a
14% discount, the buy-back price is $29.24, which
comprises a capital component of $0.38 and a fully
franked dividend of $28.86.

For a fund in accumulation paying tax at 15%
(columns 2 and 3), the after-tax proceeds from selling
the share on market would be $32.10. If the shares
had been sold via the buy-back, the effective after-tax
price is $35.43. There is also a capital loss of $9.86,
which is potentially worth another $0.99 (15% tax
rate, one-third discount) if it can be applied to offset a
capital gain on another asset. This takes the potential
effective selling price to $36.42.

For a fund in pension (columns 4 and 5,) the
buy-back return is $41.61 per share, $7.61 higher
than if the shares were sold on market.

Example 1 – Discount 14%, Original Purchase
Price of $15.00, Market Price $34.00
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* Value of losses can only be accessed by applying
against other capital gains

Example 2 – Discount 10%, Original Purchase
Price of $15.00, Market Price $34.00

* Value of losses can only be accessed by applying
against other capital gains

Example 3 – Discount 14%, Original Purchase
Price of $40.00, Market Price $34.00

* Value of losses can only be accessed by applying
against other capital gains

Example 4 – Discount 10%, Shares Purchased at
$40.00, Market Price $34.00

* Value of losses can only be realised against other
capital gains

My concluding comments

In pension, it is a no-brainer to accept. At a discount
of 14%, you are $7.61 per share better off – and at
the minimum discount of 10%, you would be $9.55
per share richer!

In accumulation, it is still going to make sense to
accept in most situations, more so if you can utilize
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the capital loss.

BHP has conducted off-market share buybacks in the
past and they have been heavily oversubscribed. This
is larger and represents 7.5% of BHP’s Australian
domiciled shares. It will, however, be very popular as
the franked dividend component is very high. As all
successful tenders receive the same sale proceeds, if
you want your tender to be accepted, either tender
‘14%’or ‘final price’.

And if you want to review the outcome for a high
marginal taxpayer paying tax at 47% (45% plus 2%
Medicare Levy), see Example 5 below. Even at the
most favourable tender discount of 10%, a
shareholder, after taking into account the value of the
capital gains tax loss, is $3.63 per share worse off.

Example 5 – 47% taxpayer, Discount 10%, Market
Price $34.00, Purchased at $15.00 or $40.00

* Value of losses can only be realised against other
capital gains
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4 stocks under $1
by James Dunn

 
Here are 4 candidates from the lower echelons of the
small-capitalisation world – and the  micro-cap world
– that look to be offering decent value at present.

National Tyre & Wheel (NTD, 91 cents)
Market capitalisation: $93 million
Estimated FY19 yield: 6.6%, fully franked
Analysts’ consensus target price: $1.44

Buying a stock that is on the way down is always a
wrestle between two conflicting thoughts – is this now
good value, or am I catching a falling knife? When the
whole market has had a jolt such as October, there is
at least comfort in the fact that most prices are lower
than they were: at such times, investors have plenty
of potential value opportunities to sift through.

National Tyre & Wheel could be just one of these.
Floated at $1 a share in December 2017, NTD
debuted at $1.30 and extended its rise to $1.44 at
one point earlier in the year. The company is a tyre
and wheel wholesaler with business in Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa. It has long-held the
exclusive right to import and distribute Cooper and
Mickey Thompson branded 4WD, SUV and
passenger tyres and wheels, all Federal tyres in
Australia (excluding Queensland) and New Zealand,
and the Mastercraft, Dick Cepek and Starfire tyres in
Australia and New Zealand.

NTD owns the proprietary brands Dynamic – which
specialises in steel wheel importing and distribution in
Australia and New Zealand – and MPC, which
provides wheels and tyres to caravan and trailer
manufacturers in Australia. In June, NTD bought the
Adelaide-based Statewide, a leading wholesaler of
passenger, van and truck tyres. NTD’s business
strategy is to consolidate the wholesale tyre market.

The company’s FY18 results beat prospectus

forecasts comfortably, and its balance sheet is
healthy. The stock price has slid from $1.44 to 91
cents, back below issue price: in effect, the stock has
to do it all over again. But with Statewide, it’s a
bigger and better business; and NTD will grow even
more as it makes further acquisitions.

There is only one broking firm with a price target on
NTD, and that’s Morgans, which floated the company
– it sees $1.44 as achievable, with a 6-cent expected
dividend for FY19 implying a potential yield of 6.6%,
equating to a grossed-up yield of 9.4%.

Paragon Care (PGC, 76 cents)
Market capitalisation: $230 million
Estimated FY19 yield: 3.8%, fully franked
Analysts’ consensus target price: $1.145

Paragon Care is a nice exposure to one of the great
demographic themes – Australia’s ageing population,
and the growing healthcare spending that will
accompany it. The company supplies integrated
services, medical equipment and consumables to the
hospitals, medical centres and aged care facilities.

Paragon holds exclusive distribution rights in
Australia for leading brands of theatre and ward
equipment, beds, mattresses, medical carts and
trolleys, stainless steel equipment, medical
refrigerators, storage, lighting and shelving products,
plus a range of consumable items and other capital
equipment items. Virtually everything you might see
in a hospital or a consulting suite, Paragon supplies.

Medical consumables need to be bought all the time.
Examples include pumps, scrubs, masks, cannulas,
valves, tubes, needles, surgical instruments,
tourniquets, stethoscopes, spare parts for devices,
sterilisation products, cleaning and protection
products, gel packs, various pieces of diagnostic
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equipment, wheelchairs – even penlights, nurses’
pouches and watches, and doctors’ bags. Because
much of Paragon’s catalogue is non-discretionary,
across virtually all the main sub-markets of health, it
qualifies as a relatively low-risk exposure to
healthcare, but with strong organic growth prospects.

In FY18, Paragon lifted revenue by 17%, to $136.7
million, and boosted net profit by 8%, to $10.9 million.
For FY19, analysts see earnings per share (EPS)
rising by more than two-thirds, to 6.6 cents, but the
fully franked dividend slipping slightly, from 3.1 cents
to 2.9 cents, before rebounding to 3.3 cents in FY20.
In yield terms that prices Paragon Care at 3.8% fully
franked in FY19 and 4.3% in FY20. In addition,
analysts’ consensus sees plenty of scope for the
share price to grow.

Decmil Group (DCG, 79.5 cents)
Market capitalisation: $160 million
Estimated FY19 yield: no dividend expected
Analysts’ consensus target price: $1.215

Western Australia-based engineering company
Decmil Group rose to prominence as part of a group
of firms that gorged themselves on the mining boom,
but struggled in its aftermath. Decmil still does plenty
of work for the resources industry in its home state,
but in recent years the company has greatly
diversified its business, in particular, moving into
east-coast infrastructure and the renewable energy
industry – and arguably, the stock market has yet to
recognise this much more balanced business.

For example, in FY18, 64% of revenue still came from
the resources sector, with 35% from infrastructure
and 1% from renewable energy. But in FY19, the
order book currently stands at 21% resources, 72%
infrastructure and 7% renewable energy. Decmil is
particularly well-placed to capitalise on infrastructure
spending on the east coast – with very significant
infrastructure spending programs on the part of both
state and federal governments – with the back-up
provided by a recovery in mining expenditure in
Western Australia. The company sees its main
growth drivers as being resources (WA iron ore,
Queensland coal seam gas [CSG]), infrastructure
(transport, defence, corrections and education) and
renewables (solar and wind).

Decmil recently won the job as lead contractor on the
$275 million Sunraysia solar farm at Balranald in New
South Wales. Broker Citi says the Sunraysia contract
lifts secured FY19 revenue to $535 million – total
FY18 revenue was $341.6 million – and FY20
secured revenue to $277 million. With Sunraysia,
FY19 revenue could well exceed $600 million.

Decmil has rebounded strongly from a loss in FY17,
returning to profitability in FY18, and analysts looking
for a surge in profitability this year, from EPS of 0.3
cents to 7.1 cents. However, Decmil did not pay a
dividend in FY18, and is not expected to do so this
year, either: analysts expect dividends to resume in
FY20.

QMS Media (QMS, 95 cents)
Market capitalisation: $310 million
Estimated FY19 yield: 2.5%, fully franked
Analysts’ consensus target price: $1.20

Outdoor advertising is definitely a business with
structural growth prospects in Australia, and digital
billboard specialist QMS Media is an excellent way to
tap into it. The company’s FY18 results were at the
top end of its guidance, with revenue up 21%, to
$204.2 million, and net profit up 10%, $18.4 million.
Digital advertising grew to 70% of revenue, up from
57% in FY17.

The company did report an increase in debt, from
$45.8 million to $110.6 million, but that was largely
due to $86.4 million of capital investment in its
international sports business and digital development
program – which is the key to its growth. 37 new
landmark billboards were switched on during 2018,
and the company says it plans for more than 135
sites to be live by June 30, 2019.

Advertisers like digital signage because it can be
updated at any time of the day, making it more
relevant and current compared with static billboards.
QMS has an industry-leading collection of digital
billboards in high-profile metropolitan locations. In
particular, the connectivity between mobile phones
and digital billboards allows clients to amplify social
media/mobile advertising campaigns, and deliver
targeted consumer messaging and offers.

QMS is also reported to be in expansion mode,
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looking at buying free-to-air broadcaster Mediaworks
in New Zealand and the Val Morgan cinema
advertising business.

QMS has not had a great second half of the year in
terms of share price, down from a June peak of $1.15
to the current 95 cents, but analysts see that value as
likely to be more than restored in the medium term.
Increasing fully franked dividend payouts are also
expected, but at present QMS trades on a 2.4%
expected yield for FY19, rising to 2.8% for FY20.
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Buy, Hold, Sell — What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
An interesting dynamic is unfolding inside the
Australian share market post October slaughter fest.
While price targets and earnings estimates are, on a
net basis, falling, stockbroking analysts nevertheless
see sufficient value to issue a tsunami of
recommendation upgrades, only offset by a small
number of downgrades; the latter mostly because
corporate market updates do not meet market
expectations.

For the week ending Friday 9 November 2018,
FNArena registered no less than 26 recommendation
upgrades for individual ASX-listed stocks versus only
four stocks receiving downgrades, of which Domino’s
Pizza received two.

The 26 upgrades represent a true potpourri of
Australia’s corporate variety; from the ASX, to
CommBank and Corporate Travel (2x), to CSL,
Lovisa, Mineral Resources, QBE Insurance, and
Treasury Wine Estates (2x).

Meanwhile, four of the five downgrades only went to
Neutral.

Offsetting the clear bias towards “value is opening
up” is the observation that trends for valuations &
price targets, and for underlying earnings estimates
has clearly turned to the negative.

As AGM season and the release of out-of-season
financial earnings reports continue this week, it will be
interesting to watch whether this new dynamic is
turning into the new trend for the Australian share
market.

In the good books

COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA (CBA)
was upgraded to Outperform from Neutral by

Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 2/5/1

Following the first quarter trading update Credit
Suisse upgrades FY19-21 earnings estimates by 3%.
Compositionally, the broker notes a robust update,
with falling operating expenses and a strong capital
position.

It seems to the broker that many of the regulatory and
compliance headwinds have been, or are being, dealt
with. Therefore, a focus on cost reductions is
expected and capital management also enters the
scene.

Credit Suisse upgrades to Outperform from Neutral
and raises the target to $78 from $75.

CSL LIMITED (CSL) was upgraded to Buy from
Neutral by UBS .B/H/S: 5/3/0

UBS has had a look at third quarter results from CSL
competitors and also adjusted for forex in lowering its
earnings forecasts by -6% across the forecast period,
resulting in a target price cut to $220 from $232.

However despite competitive pressures, the broker
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believes CSL can still deliver compound earnings
growth of 11% over three years. UBS looks forward to
the company’s investor day on December 5 and on
valuation has upgraded to Buy from Neutral.

CORPORATE TRAVEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED
(CTD) was upgraded to Add from Hold by
Morgans  B/H/S: 3/2/0

Having reviewed the VGI reports and the increased
disclosure from Corporate Travel, Morgans has more
confidence in the company’s business model, growth
strategy and financials.

The broker continues to believe the reports contained
a number of inaccuracies and are unfounded. The
broker retains forecasts and expects strong earnings
growth.

Morgans believes the stock has been severely
oversold, which provides the opportunity to buy a
company with solid long-term growth potential.

Rating is upgraded to Add from Hold. Target is raised
to $26.72 from $23.30.

LOVISA HOLDINGS LIMITED (LOV) was upgraded
to Equal-weight from Underweight by Morgan
Stanley .B/H/S: 3/1/0

The stock has traded down -40% from its peak and,
while headwinds continue, Morgan Stanley believes it
is far more reasonably priced now. The broker
envisages increased traction from the global roll-out
of stores and e-commerce offering.

Further softening is envisaged ahead of Christmas as
tough comparables are cycled.

The risk/reward is now more balanced and the broker
upgrades to Equal-weight from Underweight. Target
is reduced to $8.40 from $9.50. Industry view is
In-Line.

MCMILLAN SHAKESPEARE LIMITED (MMS) was
upgraded to Outperform from Neutral by
Macquarie and to Outperform from Neutral by
Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 3/2/0

The company has announced an intention to merge

with EclipX ((ECX)). Macquarie calculates the bid, of
$0.46 cash and 0.1414 McMillan Shakespeare
shares, represents a 17% premium to the last close
for EclipX.

Macquarie calculates more than 30% accretion post
synergies. The broker upgrades to Outperform from
Neutral and suspects the market is either not rating
the combined business, does not trust EclipX
earnings or does not believe the synergies. Target is
raised to $17.41 from $16.54.

Credit Suisse upgrades to Outperform from Neutral,
regarding the stock is attractively valued even prior to
the proposed merger. The broker believes the
strategic rationale is sound and the majority of
the synergy benefits are achievable. Target is
reduced to $17.65 from $18.55 because of a lower
market multiple.

See also MMS downgrade.

QBE INSURANCE GROUP LIMITED (QBE) was
upgraded to Outperform from Neutral by Credit
Suisse .B/H/S: 6/2/0

While the company has operated in a difficult market
over the past five years, Credit Suisse notes premium
rates have turned positive in early 2018 and premium
rate increases have been maintained.

The broker reassesses the growth opportunity and
has a more optimistic view. The company is expected
to update the market in early December on potential
cost reductions.

Credit Suisse upgrades to Outperform from Neutral
and raises the target to a $13 from $11.

REA GROUP LIMITED (REA) was upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S:
4/3/0

Macquarie observes a very strong first quarter
result, with the drivers being the take-up of depth
products as well as new revenue from commercial
and developer segments.

The broker finds it hard to fault the trajectory of the
business, despite the macro trends. A strong FY19 is
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expected and Macquarie upgrades to Outperform
from Neutral. Target is unchanged at $90.

See also REA downgrade.

WORLEYPARSONS LIMITED (WOR) was
upgraded to Outperform from Neutral by Credit
Suisse .B/H/S: 3/3/0

Since the company announced an intention to buy the
ECR business from Jacob’s Engineering the stock
has traded well below the entitlement issue price.
Still, Dar Group’s intention to take up all its
entitlement is a sign of confidence in the deal, Credit
Suisse suggests.

Despite the amount of entitlement stock to be
absorbed, which may suppress the share price,
Credit Suisse moves to Outperform from Neutral on
the medium-term outlook. Target is steady at $17.60.

In the not-so-good books

DOMINO’S PIZZA ENTERPRISES LIMITED (DMP)
was downgraded to Neutral from Buy by UBS and
to Reduce from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 2/1/4

At its AGM, Domino’s reiterated FY19 earnings
guidance and planned store openings, albeit the latter
comes with a greater skew to the second half. UBS
has trimmed its first half earnings forecast slightly.

The broker is a fan of the company but having
outperformed the ASX200 Industrials by 24% year to
date, valuation is now fair and the broker thus pulls
back to Neutral from Buy. Target unchanged at $57.

Morgans says that the trading update has revealed a
further slowing in same-store sales momentum,
particularly in Australasia and Europe. FY19
underlying operating earnings guidance of
$227-247m was reiterated, although Morgans
suggests the upper end is stretched following this
latest update.

While the launch of new menus should assist sales
growth, the broker awaits greater clarity on the
top-line momentum. Rating is downgraded to Reduce
from Hold, based on fundamentals. Target is reduced
to $50.01 from $51.28.

MCMILLAN SHAKESPEARE LIMITED (MMS) was
downgraded to Hold from Buy by Ord
Minnett .B/H/S: 3/2/0

The transaction with EclipX ((ECX)) has caused Ord
Minnett to pause, downgrading to Hold from Buy, as
further assessment is made of the combined entity.
The combined entity becomes much more of a fleet
management play with less salary packaging/novated
leasing as a percentage.

The broker is uncertain regarding the ongoing
contribution from the Right2Drive business, as
McMillan Shakespeare management were unwilling
to commit to this on the conference call. Target is
reduced to $16.00 from $20.50.

See also MMS upgrade.

REA GROUP LIMITED (REA) was downgraded to
Hold from Accumulate by Ord Minnett .B/H/S:
4/3/0

First quarter results were stronger than expected,
benefiting from continued growth in depth products
and softer-than-expected declines in new listings. 
There was strong growth in the developer and
commercial segments.

Ord Minnett increases developer revenue growth
estimates to 10% for FY19 and continues to expect
10% growth in commercial revenues.

As the stock is trading in line with the $79 target the
broker downgrades the rating to Hold from
Accumulate.

See also REA upgrade.

Earnings forecasts

Listed below are the companies that have had their
forecast current year earnings raised or lowered by
the brokers last week. The qualification is that the
stock must be covered by at least two brokers. The
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table shows the previous forecast on an earnings per
share basis, the new forecast, and the percentage
change.
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Slicing & dicing: investment allocation in SMSFs
by Graeme Colley

 
John and Linda have an SMSF. He’s 65 and just
retired. She’s 55 and thinks she’ll work for as long
as possible. John’s balance is big, while Linda’s is
small.  He’s a growth investor and likes overseas
equities. She is conservative and likes onshore
investments.  Then their two children become
members…

Whatever way you look at it, there are many aspects
to consider when it comes to the fund’s investments
and its investment strategy.  In the situation above,
members may wish to split the fund’s investments to
see exactly where their superannuation balance is
invested.

What can you do if you have one SMSF but want
separate investment allocations and have different
investment strategies in the one fund?  Can you do
it?  The answer is ‘yes’ but there are a number of
things to consider, as it can be complex.

What does the fund’s trust deed say?

If you wish to allocate investments in an SMSF
among the members, it must be authorised by the
fund’s trust deed.  The deed should say something
along the lines that the trustee, as agreed with the
member, may acquire or allocate investments for the
member’s benefit, providing it is consistent with the
fund’s investment strategy.  The deed may also say
that the investment will be held for the specific benefit
of the member and recorded in the member’s
account.  This will allow the investment to be
segregated from other fund investments held for other
members and those held for general purposes of the
fund.

The transfer of the investment from the member’s
account may be subject to their approval.  In addition,
the deed may say that no other member may obtain
an interest in the investment unless it is transferred to

the member for purposes of paying a benefit or the
asset is sold to pay a benefit.

What does the superannuation law say?

Where an SMSF is involved, the superannuation
legislation permits you, as a fund member, to direct
the trustee when exercising any of their powers under
the trust deed.  This can include directing the trustee
how, when and where your benefits can be paid or
directing the trustee for the acquisition and disposal
of investments in terms of the trust deed.

Are there any drawbacks with investment
allocation?

The allocation of investments may keep you happy as
a member as you know exactly which investment
supports your account balance(s), but there are a
number of things to think about.  These are mainly
around accounting issues associated with the
allocation of income, expenses and tax.

The taxable and tax-exempt income of the fund can
be calculated by using the proportional basis, which is
calculated on the proportion of the fund’s total
investments, which are providing pensions in
retirement phase.  It is also possible to use an
unsegregated basis, which calculates the income
earned by the fund investments in retirement phase
and not in retirement phase.  The fund can claim a
tax deduction for expenses that relate to its taxable
income and special deductions, which are unique to
superannuation funds.  Also, any tax credits from
income earned by the fund, whether taxable or tax
exempt, can be applied totally against the tax payable
by the fund.  Therefore, to be accurate in calculating
the net income, a separate income calculation based
on the investments allocated to each member’s
account may be required.
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The other drawback can be the structuring of the
fund’s investment strategy and ensuring the cash
flow of the fund can pay benefits and expenses when
they become due and payable.  This can turn out to
be complex and if the fund’s cash flow is not being
properly managed, a member’s investment allocation
may not be able to make pension payments as
required.

Here’s a case study

Let’s look at a simple example.  Sophie and Logan
have an SMSF, the Logie Superannuation Fund.  The
trust deed of the fund allows members to select
investments as agreed with the trustee.  Sophie, who
is in accumulation phase, is a more conservative
investor and has selected term deposits.  Logan, who
is in retirement phase, is a more aggressive investor
and has selected ASX-listed shares, which are fully
franked.  The fund is using the proportional basis to
calculate its taxable and tax-exempt income and 50%
of the fund’s investments are in retirement phase,
which means that 50% of the fund’s total income is
taxable.

During the year, the fund has earned interest of
$30,000 on its term deposits and has been paid
dividends of $35,000 with franking credits of
$15,000.  The fund will pay tax of 15% on $40,000
(50% of $80,000), which is $6,000 and receive a tax
refund of $9,000, after application of the $15,000
franking credit.  This means that the franking credit
received on Logan’s shares has been used to pay
the tax earned on Sophie’s term deposit in the fund
as well as part of his selected investments.

In view of what has occurred with the tax payable by
the fund, an adjustment will be required to Sophie’s
account balance to reduce it by the amount of tax that
should have been paid on the income earned from
the term deposit ($4,500). And Logan’s account
balance should be adjusted to take into account the
amount the fund has received from the franking
credits less tax paid, due to the proportion of the fund
in retirement phase and in accumulation phase.

Use this checklist

If you and any other member wished to select
investments in the fund, here’s what you need to

consider:

1. Does the fund’s trust deed allow member
investment choice?

2. Are there good reasons to split the
investments based on member investment
choice?

3. Does the investment strategy recognise
member investment choice?

4. When allocating income on the investments
for each member’s account, are expenses
allocated on an agreed basis?

5. When calculating the taxable income for the
fund, are adjustments made to the member’s
accounts to take into account franking credits,
tax deductions unique to superannuation
funds and other expenses?

Something to think about…

You could always have two SMSFs, one for each
member, which could have the same effect to avoid
any conflict or controversy that could arise.
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Hot Stocks: Lovisa & Collins Food
by Maureen Jordan

 
Likes
This week, CMC Markets’ Michael McCarthy likes
Lovisa (LOV), a “fast fashion” retailer that
specialises in pop up shops and low cost, short life
consumer goods.

“I like Lovisa,” says Michael. “Targeting younger
consumers, in my opinion LOV has demonstrated a
way forward for bricks and mortar retailing by
providing a quality that online retailers can’t match –
immediacy. The price was far too frothy above $12
per share, but closer to $7 it looks like a potentially
attractive price to buy,” he adds.

Chart 1: Lovisa

Source: ASX

ST Wong of Prime Value likes Collins Foods (CKF)
because CKF’s KFC continues to deliver robust
growth, despite softer conditions in Western Australia.

“We expect CKF to make KFC store acquisitions
over the medium term, which would add to the
company’s growth profile,” he said.

“Whilst we are less enthusiastic about CKF’s
European growth opportunities, the early signs of

expanding the Taco Bell franchise in Australia looks
positive,” he added.

Chart 2: Collins Foods

Source: ASX

Dislikes
Michael doesn’t like Washington Soul Pattinson
(SOL).

“Don’t be mistaken,” he says. “SOL is a top
performer and a consistent deliverer of stronger
returns. The problem is that many investors appear to
have realised this about SOL all at the same time.
The share price around $30 looks over cooked to me.
Happy to take profits here with a view to buying back
in at lower levels,” he adds.

Chart 3: Soul Pattinson
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Source: ASX

And ST doesn’t like Domino’s Pizza Enterprises
(DMP). “DMP is trading at just under 30x FY19
earnings (which is expensive) and will post broadly
softer sales and new store openings,” he said.

“We expect new store roll-outs in Australia to slow,
and ‘store-splits’ potentially adding to profit margin
pressures,” he maintained.

Chart 4: Domino’s Pizza Enterprises

Source: ASX

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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